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GOOOAAAALLLLL!
THE FIFA WORLD CUP IS UNDERWAY IN SOUTH
AFRICA. AND WITH A TIE AGAINST ENGLAND.
TEAM USA IS STILL IN THE GAME. SEE WORLD
CUP PAGE 5 FOR DETAILS
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STUDENTS DONATE, SAVE LIVES

University
faculty
honored
By Bobby W.ddl.
Reporter

Three of the University's faculty
members were among 10 professors given the 2010 Faculty
Innovator Award by the Ohio
Board of Regents in Columbus,
The award is presented for
incorporating technology and
other methods to make a more
efficient learning experience
for students, often cutting textbook expenses significantly.
The honorees are Seth
Oyer from the department of
Journalism and Public Relations;
Rachel Vannatta Reinhart from
Leadership and Policy Studies;
and Bonnie Mitchell from the
School of Art.
"I feel very honored that I was
selected," Oyer said. "It's nice to
be acknowledged for trying to
do some innovative things in
the classroom."
Oyer is a "self-admitted
techie" with experience in the
field of public relations, and
he said he requires his public relations students to use a
Twitter account to access current events for future classes.
He also manages http://www.
docoycr.com, a website that
offers useful links for his
classes.
"Things like Twitter and other
sorts of social media are being
increasingly used and should
be increasingly used," Oyer
said. "The right way is in public
relations."
Financially useful for students are the texts Oyer makes
available for reading at the
library. The copies are able to
be read in the library for a twohour time limit, allowing easy
access to all students.
"I understand what it's like
and how expensive books are,"
Oyer said. "It's nice to offer
them that option."
Saving time and money is
especially critical in online
courses, and Reinhart said she
has found a way to do that for
her statistics in education graduate course through online videos and texts.
Reinhart has taught the class
online for five years, with only
one class including face-toface lectures. Reinhart said she
found that students grasped
statistics better when she
explained the material face-toface. However, the University's
large number of off-campus
cohorts made direct lecturing
a difficult task.
"We don't have a lot of faculty
to go off-campus and teach the
class," Reinhart said. "There
was a need to get it online."
Reinhart found a compromise through online videos
that she made over the course
of a semester with WBGU and
Instructional Media Service's
cooperation. The videos total
13 hours of Reinhart giving
lectures, solving problems
and detailing concepts for the
students that the online texts
compliment.
"Students aren't just watching a video," Reinhart said.
"They're really following along
Sec FACULTY | Page 2
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FILL ING THE TANK: Senior Ed Etrito (ills his gas tank at a BP gas station on Woostet
Street on Tuesday afternoon.

Despite int'l
problems, local
BP prices steady
Jessica Hanna
News Editor

Drivers headed down Wooster
Street toward Interstate 75
have four options for where
to fill their gas tanks before
hitting the road.
The first gas station, a
BP, displays $2.65 for gas.
Speedway follows with a

sign for $2.66, another BP
also shows $2.66, and Meijer
comes in farther back behind
the on-ramps at $2.65.
The cost of gas at the several BP stations in Bowling
Green don't indicate financial
hardships, despite the fact
ANDREA FEHL

See BP | Page 2

THE GIFT OF LIFE: Graduate Student Lisa Reinemann gives blood Monday. June M. at the Union. Donor Representative Heather Haynes
said the goal of the day was to collect 45 units o( blood Forty-nine people showed up to give and 44 good units were taken potentialy saving
152 lives.

Alumni publishes poetry CAMPUS
book about live, love
By Jessica Hanna
News Editor

A University graduate recently
published an emotional poetry
anthology that speaks about
a variety of life experiences.
The book expresses what he
observes, feels, understands
and accepts of life and love.
Published in March of this
year by Xlibris Corporation, Jerry
Elliot Howard wrote "Rewritten
Lives" "to share the lessons,
dreams, hopes, and longings to
others who are willing to listen,"
according to the website http.7/
www.rewrittenlives.com.
"What I love about my book is
that there is a little something
for everyone," Howard said
on his book's Facebook page.
"Everyone has a season, a session, and a time. Change is the
only constant."
Grady Harp, author of "War
Songs: Metaphors In Clay
and Poetry From the Vietnam
Experience" and a Top 10
reviewer on Amazon.com Inc,

FORUM
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Jerry Elliot
Howard
University alum
and recently published author

categorized the poems as heartfelt works with, at times, very
subtle meanings.
"The poems include paeans
and elegies meant for his birth
family, odes to the joys he feels
as a husband and a father, and
descriptions of the effect that
pain and loss have altered his
walk through life to this point."
Harp wrote in his Amazon.com
Inc review.
Howard was bom in Findlay.
He moved to Sugar Land, Texas
with his family at 16, and
began writing shortly after. He
described his writing as following wherever he went, acting

BRIEF

The University Faculty Association and the
administration will present their cases for collective bargaining units in Columbus on June 17.
The Faculty Association is arguing for a
single unit comprised of full-time tenure, tenure
track and non-tenure track faculty members,
while the administration would like to have two
separate units.
The proposed bargaining unit would be
involved in negotiating future pay raises, health
insurance benefits and other things such as
class sizes
The State Employment Relations Board wJI also
be in attendance at the feu-hour heanng. to evaluate
each side's argument The hc-anng is open for the
general public to attend
The Faculty Association has been pursuing
a single collective bargaining unit for the past
two years Faculty members began signing
petition cards back in March 2009. in favor of
a single unit
Although the SERB will likely favor the
Faculty Associations argument, the administration is still attempting to delay an election, said
David Jackson. Faculty Association President
The administration will be presenting the same
argument that they presented during the last collective bargaining attempt back in 1995.

STATE BRIEF
'Touchdown Jesus'
struck by lightning,
burns down
A six-story-tall statue of Jesus
Christ, a prominent landmark in
southwest Ohio, burned down after
being struck by lightning during a
thunderstorm Monday night, the
Associated Press reported
Nicknamed "Touchdown Jesus."
the statue showed Jesus Irom the

See HOWARD | Page 2
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SKELETON REMAINS: "Touchdown Jesus" seen beforeand after being struck
by lightning Monday night There *e plans lo rebuild

SPORTS

torso up with raised aims. It was made
of fiberglass and plastic foam over a
steel frame, measuring 62 feet tall and
40 feet wide at the base The steel
frame is now all that remains.
The sculpture was built in 2004
at the evangelical Solid Rock Church
along Interstate 7S in Monroe. Ohio.
Built by church founders Lawrence
Bishop and his wife, they said they
meant it to serve as a beacon of hope
and salvation

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What do you think of the burning of "Touchdown

Cop opinion is not enough

Local live offerings reviewed

Columnist Anthony Bryson believes the

The BG News staff review concerts by "American

Even though the women's basketball team

Ohio Supreme Court's ruling recogniz-

Idol" runner-up Adam Lambert and Canadian indie

cannot practice and train as a team in the

JENTRAYLOR
Senior. Nursing

ing a police officer's judgment of speed

rock band Metric, and offer prime picks for live per-

summer, they are still preparing for the sea-

"It's a sign from God saying that it's

sets an dangerous precedent | P»g« 4

formances on the summer playlist | Page 5

son individually | Page 6

the end of the world" | Page 4
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Falcon women still working

Jesus" means'
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BUCKEYE BOYS STATE RETURNS TO CAMPUS

BLOTTER
FRL, JUNE11

SUN, JUNE 13

12:25 A.M.
Robert Friswold. 20. of Bay Village.
Ohio, was ctted for underage under
the influence of alcohol within the
100 block of N. Mam St.

12:20 A.M.
Kyle Wolfe. 22, of Bradner. Ohio,
was cited for open container and
Jacob Thomas, 21, of Bloomdale.
Ohio, was given a civil citation for
open container within the 200 block
of N. Summit St.

12:33 A.M.
Michael Anthony. 20. of Akron, was
cited for open container of alcohol
and underage under the influence
•jf alcohol within the 100 block of N.
Mam St
2:08 A.M.
John Lopez, of Lake Worth, Fla..
was cited for failure to maintain rea■\ible control on East Wooster St
10:19 P.M.
<yie Hlebak. 20. of Bowling Green.
was cited for underage under the
nfluence of alcohol, Christopher
Markho. ^9. of Sylvania. was cited
for disorderly conduct for public
urination and Michael Sofia. 21.
of Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct for a nuisance
party within the 600 block of E
Wooster St.

SAT, JUNE 12
12:17 A.M.
Jamie Brower. 35. of Pemberville.
Ohio, was arrested for felony drug
possession and cited for illegal manufacturing of drugs on cultivation of
marijuana within the 100 block of S.
Mam St.
1:03 A.M.
Charity Stang, 55. of Gibsonburg.
Ohio, was cited for driving under
>uspension/non compliance within
the 100 block of S. Main St.
1:55 A.M.
Srandon Debold, 19, of Washington
Court House. Ohio, and Nathan
Szymanski. 20. of Bowling Green.
were both cited for underage under
the influence of alcohol within the
100 block of N Main St.
201 A.M.
CoryR.ffe.21.ofH.lliard.Ohio.
was cited for disorderly conduct for
taunting staff at a bar within the 100
block of N. Main St.
2:21 A.M.
Anthony Vicroy. of Northwood.
Ohio, was cited for possession
of drug paraphernalia on Scott
Hamilton Avenue.
11:26 A.M.
Complainant reported that a
cracked blue cooler, valued at $15.
containing a 10-15 pound snapping
turtle was taken from outside their
residence within the 700 block of
5th St.
1:30 P.M.
Charles Shaw. 22. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for assault within the
1500 block of Clough St.
4:43 P.M.
Complainant reported that his backpack was stolen from the corner of
Troup Avenue and Wooster Street.
5:49 P.M.
Catherine Springstead. 30. of
Dunbndge. Ohio, was cited for two
counts of child endangerment within
the 1000 block of N. Mam St.
9:15 P.M.
Juan Barraza-Juarez was cited for no
operating license on the corner of
North Mam and East Court streets

9:29 P.M.
Ricky Stumbo was cited for driving
under suspension/failure to reinstate
and no operating license within the
1500 block of E. Wooster St.

Post It...

12:51 A.M.
Michael Reynolds, of South
Amherst. Ohio, was cited for possession of cocaine in Lot A.
1:23 A.M.
Roscoe Jeffries. Jr. 21. of Hamilton,
Ohio, was cited for driving under
suspension/financial responsibility
act suspension within the 1500 block
of E. Wooster St.
1:59 A.M.
Jordon Roussos. 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for no operating
license within the 200 block of S.
Enterprise St
3:16 A.M.
Stephen Malone, 24. of North
Olmsted. Ohio, was arrested for
criminal trespass and disorderly conduct for being unable to care for self
within the 600 block of N. Grove St.
3:49 A.M.
Robert Jackson. 22, of Pittsburgh,
was arrested for obstructing official
business and aggravated robbery
within the 100 block of Troup Ave.
11:17 A.M.
Natisha Seward. 29. of Bowling
Green, and a juvenile were arrested
for theft within the 1000 block of N
Main St.
2:54 P.M.
Zoe Anderson, 22, of Seattle, was
arrested for theft within the 100
block of W Gypsy Lane Rd.
6:25 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person entered their locked vehicle
and took the title, registration and
other miscellaneous mail from the
glove compartment within the 200
block of E. Napoleon Rd
7:40 P.M.
Complainant reported that sometime between Thursday and time
reported an unknown subject threw
a rock at their residence within the
800 block of 7th St.. breaking a window and causing a crack in the siding. Damages estimated at $200.

MON..JUNE14
3:52 P.M.
Complainant reported their MP3
player was stolen from their office in
Harshman.

TUE..JUNE15
2:54 A.M.
Daniel Gray. 23. of Bowling Green.
was cited for driving under suspension/non compliance within the 900
block of S. Main St.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available Immediately
704 Second St ■

710 Elm St. ■

Three bedrooms $930 00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11.

Three bedrooms $740 00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00 Has washer, dryer Limit
3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-577-11.

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. •

25? S. College #A ■

Three bedrooms. $510.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Tenants do not have
use of garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

Three bedrooms $740.00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.

712 Second #A&BTwo bedrooms in each unit. $600.00
per month plus utilities. Has
dishwasher, C/A. Limit 2 people
Limit 2 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6711.

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

COURTNEY STELLAR

BOYS STATE: A group from American Legion Buckeye Boys State uses their down time to share stories and become acquainted with each other Monday afternoon Buckeye Boys Slate
is a nine-day hands-on experience in the operation of government, the organization of political parties and the relationship of one to the other in shaping Ohio government

BP
From Page 1
that British Petroleum reported on Monday the cost of the
response to the oil spill in the
Gulf of Mexico is now approximately $1.6 billion, including
the cost of the spill response,
containment, relief well drilling, grants to the Gulf states,
claims paid and federal costs.
This amount includes new
grants of $25 million each to the
states of Florida, Alabama and
Mississippi and the first $60 million in funds for the Louisiana
barrier
islands
construction project, according to the
press release. Although British
Petroleum reported that further
potential costs can not yet be
quantified, over 51,000 claims
have been submitted to date.

Mitchell, a Digital Arts instructor, has created course-specific
websites for her students. These
From Page 1
provide numerous links to lecture-related material, including
Seth
videos, illustrations and blogs,
Oyer
according to a press release.
Journalism and
Mitchell said she believes
Public Relations
using the Internet helps students further develop their
professor
research skills, as its constant
updates allow for a more conRachel
temporary perspective on
class issues.
Reinhart
"1 couldn't teach without
Leadership and
it." Mitchell said. "There's a lot
Policy Studies
more information than you can
professor
find in any one textbook."
As one of the first artists on
the World Wide Web in 1994,
Bonnie
Mitchell has embraced the service as an easier way to exhibit
Mitchell
artwork that she, her students
School of Art
and colleagues have done.
professor
The websites also provide
lasting retention as they are
accessible to students after they
graduate, giving a more permawith activities Ifrom] the text nent home for course notes than
with the video."
sheets of paper, which Mitchell
Reinhart said she believes the switched from a while ago.
labor-intensive semester spent
Mitchell said that her artwork
making the videos was worth and websites emphasize design,
it, largely because of what the usability and content.
students get out of it.
"The content should be useful
"It's interesting," Reinhart said. or meaningful," Mitchell said.
"[Students] watch me on the
Oyer agrees that technology is
video for hours and hours, so ultimately meant to serve a usethey feel like they know me."
ful purpose in the classroom.
In addition to maintain"I try to use all the tools at my
ing the personal touch of a disposal to do the best job that I
professor in an online setting, can for the students that are in
internet resources are espe- my class," Oyer said. "The more
cially useful for developing you can understand the tools in
thinking skills and conserving your toolbox, the better you can
paper, Mitchell said.
do your job."

FACULTY
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Portage
Quarry
Recreation Club

Three bedrooms, 2 baths. $850 00
per month plus utilities. Has A/C.
Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

725 Sixth St. .
Three bedrooms $930 00 per month
plus utilities. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

Jjj^

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E WOOSTER ST nuaulramTicoBMI

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

From Page I
as a "snapshot in time... to look,
remember, and truly embrace
each new experience."
"Writing has enabled me to
express myself thoroughly and
creatively," Howard wrote on the
"Rewritten Lives" website. "Life is
more than 'happy love.' At times,
I have had to say good-bye.
Sometimes, I have had to give

BGSU

TRIVIA

What Quadrangle was
built on the former site
of the city dump?

chase. In other situations, I have
had to sit still. Nevertheless, in
all of the places I have lived, and
moments I have experienced, all
arc worthwhile."
He attended the University Of
Houston before transferring and
graduating from the University
of Pittsburgh. He then came to
Bowling Green Stale University
for his graduate degree.
Howard currently resides in
I louston with his wife and son.

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?

Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgviewscom

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
fiww.preterredproperUesco.com

Come support
the BGSU
Students that
work for usl

MAKE YOUR HOME XT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

Camping, swimming, volleyball, diving, and hydro bikes!
Famities with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
we new nvoy l
or*

HOWARD

In addition, the White House
announced President Obama
would order the oil company to
establish a major victims' compensation fund.
In a press release last
Thursday. British Petroleum
asserted the company has
significant capacity and flexibility to deal with the cost
of responding to the incident,
the environmental remediation and the payment of legitimate claims.
With falling stocks and
rising demands for action
and compensation, however, it can not yet be determined the extent of financial
responsibility that will be
placed on the company, or
how this will effect consumers at the local level.
Local BP employees were
unable to comment.

"Come dive in crystal char spring waters'

Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

830 Scott Hamilton, ■

University students following level is a bad thing. He said he
the situation differ on whether has noticed many of his friends
local BP stations should be boy- are not getting gasoline from
BP stations.
cotted.
"It's unfortunate that they
Senior Nicholas Komosinski
said although BP has respon- were the company that got
sibility in the spill, he doesn't the face of it, and it's kind of
think students should boycott affecting their brand loyally,
the local stations. He said the but at the same time they were
boycotts will harm local own- directly involved," Pence said.
ers as opposed to the larger "Worldwide people are boycotting BP, so that alone should
company.
"The gas stations are inde- influence the local level, but
pendently owned, it's fran- then the fact that we're not
chised out, so if students are going to our own BPs or anyboycotting the local BP they're thing like that will for sure
only truly going to be harming affect it."
The Associated Press reportthe individual station, because
the company as a whole is so ed Monday that the company's
stock dropped to a 14-year low
large," he said.
Senior Kevin Pence, proj- on Wednesday, with a rebound
ect manager for the Enlighten on Thursday and Friday. British
Project, a campus sustainabil- Petroleum has lost about S90
ity group, said he doesn't think billion in value since the oil
making an impact at the local spill, the article said.
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Hours
Mon - Fri
9am - 8pm
Sot ■ Sun 7:30om ■ 11:30pm

Now Renting For
Summer 2010
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4 30
530 S. Maple St
419-352-9378

THE WORLD CUP//^By the numbers
The FIFA World Cup has already hosted a
number of exciting matches this year, and
the action has just begun. The group stage
will continue until June 25, but several big
stories are already starting to develop.
In Group C, goalkeeping blunders
allowed two key goals resulting in a U.S.
upset draw and a heartbreaking 1-0 Algeria
loss. Germany beat up on Australia 4-0 in
Group D to take the points lead, and the
France and Uruguay match-up resulted in a
scoreless draw on the opening day of play.
The Jabulani World Cup ball is causing a
stir already. Several goalkeepers have complained about the unpredictable nature
of the ball. The Mexican team went so far
as to practice with an NFL football to prepare for the controversial labulani ball that
has shaken the confidence of goalkeepers
throughout the tournament.
It is still early, and there is plenty to watch
for in the next three weeks leading up to the
World Cup Finals. This week's action could
decide wfio advances to the second round
of the tournament.

Number of goals
scored in England
vs. USA match

23

Number of players
on the 2010
USA men's
World Cup team

Schedule:
Wednesday, June 16:
Spain vs. Switzerland (10 a.nr)
South Africa vs. Uruguay (2:50
Honduras vs. Chile (7:30 a.m.)

91.700
Capacity at Soccer City
Stadium in Johannesburg,
South Africa

32

Controversy has surrounded the use of
vuvuzelas at the World Cup. The long horns
make a noise likened to a swarm nl l>u//inn bees and
be heard during television broadcasts. Although the
horns are tradition at many soccer matches in Africa, television viewers have not been happy with the audio quality of
televised games.
Host Broadcast Services, which broadcasts the feed for the
World Cup, has promised to filter out more of the vuvuzela noise
to appease viewers and make commentary more easily heard.
For the fan that still wants to hear the loud buzzing, there is a
"vuvuzela" app available for iPhone.

Group C
England
Algeria

South Africa
Mexico
Uruguay
France

Number of
teams in the
World Cup

Number of groups
the teams are split
into

USA
Slovenia

Group B
Argentina
Korea Republic
Nigeria
Greece

Group D
Germany
Australia
Serbia
Ghana

Group E

Grou G

Netherlands
Denmark
Japan
Cameroon

Cote d Ivoire
Portugal
Brazil
Korea DPR

Group F

Group H

Italy
Paraguay
New Zealand
Slovakia

Honduras

Chile
Spain
Switzerland

Faculty voice:

It's our choice.
What will collective bargaining bring?

Number of saves
thus far by Vincent
Enyeama of Nigeria

Number of years
before the next
World Cup will be
played

Number of World
Cups that have
taken place, the
first in 1950

The year of the
first World Cup,
which was played i
Uruguay

& SUMMIT TERRACE

FACTS

APARTMENTS
ALSO INCLUDED

Tim Conway,'56
Eva Marie Saint,'46
Shantanu Narayen,'86
Jeffery Shore, 75
DaveWottle,73
Bernie Casey,'6l
Arnold Rampersad,'67
Marcy Nighswander,73
NateThurman,'63
Steve Hartman,'85
Betty D. Montgomery, 70
and many more!

Friday. June 18:
Germany vs. Serbia (7:30 a.m.)
Slovenia vs. United States (10:1
a.m.)
England vs. Algeria (2:30 p.m.)

Sports Editor

WINTHROP TERRACE
Famous Falcons...

Thursday. June 17:
Argentina vs. Korea Republic (7:30
a.m.)
Greece vs. Nigeria (10:00 a.m.)
France vs. Mexico (2:30 p.m.)

Compiled by Juilln Onilow

4191930

Number of goals
scored by the
highest scoring
team, Germany

■

Imo Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 tout Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet t Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED
HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED
BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

Off Street & Guest Parking

WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Recycling Program

Csll U$ About Our Specials!

\
STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

A voice. Collective bargaining ensures faculty
representation in decision-making.
Excellence. When faculty needs are met
fairly, students benefit from a mission-centered
education. Everyone wins.
Tradition. The American Association of
University Professors has a ninety-five year
history of advocating job security as a basic
requirement of academic freedom.
Competitive Salaries. Faculty at unionized campuses negotiate better salaries and
benefits, making it easier to recruit and retain top notch colleagues.
Collaboration. The BGSU Faculty Association is democratic, participator), representative, and responsive. It provides a venue
for faculty to come together for the common
good.

Recourse. The BGSU Faculty Association is
democratic, participators, representative, and
responsive. It provides a venue for faculty to
come together for the common good.
Transparency. A negotiated contract will
require the administration to operate with a new
level of transparency and engage-ment. We can
all be part of the solution.

Vote "yes"
for collective bargaining.

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

The BGSU Faculty Association

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

119 Clay St. - $695
730 Elm St. - $595
316 Ridge St. - $595

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

www.bgsu-fa.org

• Large two bedroom
duplexes/houses

FORUM

"If students are boycotting the local BP they're only truly going to be harming the
individual station, because the company as a whole is so large."
- Nicholas Komosinski, senior, on the BP oil spill [see story, page 1].

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Nothing."

Wednesday. June 16.2010 4

What do you think the burning of "Touchdown Jesus" means?
The world is coming

Ttcreepedmecxjtso

to an end."

lightning took care of
the problem

"God took it out It
was absurd and tacky
and it made him look

Have your own take on

bad."

loday's People On The

KILEY SCANLAN,

DANHEADLEY,

STEPHANIE MOYER.

SOPHIA KOKTOVEROS,

Alumni,

Senior.

Senior,

Junior,

AYA Chemistry Education

Sports Management

Health Care Administration

Biology

C*

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Ridge Street parking repairs
leave problems for commuters
By Max Fllby
Columnist

-JNJEW _
ORLEANS
S E AF oo p
VINCE DRIVER I THE BG NEWS

Officers' visual estimate of
driver's speed is
inadequate proof of fault
ANTHONY
BRYSON
COLUMNIST

ft

"When did the burden of proof
fall on the citizen? Without
evidence, it becomes the police
officer's word against the
...
» n
citizens.

1 know these arc difficult times
for our economy. Budgets
are tight across the board, so
we have to make a few sacrifices and a few cuts that wc the police officer's word prevent you from getting a
wouldn't normally make. But against the citizen's. I know job. They can tarnish a well
when I saw a recent Supreme that the vast majority of police earned reputation.
I am not arguing that Mark
Court of Ohio ruling. 1 had to officers are honorable men
read it twice.
and women. But they are not lenney, the motorist involved
On lune 2, our state's objective instruments like in the case, was not speeding. Maybe he was, maybe he
Supreme Court ruled 5-1 that radar equipment.
an officer's visual estimation
Police officers have biased wasn't. The outcome of this
of a vehicle's speed is all that is opinions, just like every other one case does not worry me.
needed for a speeding convic- human being on the planet. What worries me is the legal
tion, provided that the officer They have bad days where precedence of this case.
is trained, certified and has they make mistakes.
This ruling opens up the
If police can make serious possibility that other, more
experience visually estimating vehicle speed.
mistakes, such as the May 16 serious charges could require
Really? The last I heard, our shooting death of a 7-year-old less and less proof. I don't like
police departments were not in Detroit, then it is obvious the direction this decision
lacking in radar equipment. It that they will make smaller takes our state.
may be the only thing they mistakes such as miscalculatThis law seems less about
aren't lacking. If a police offi- ing the "estimated'' speed of the protection of citizens and
cer wants to give me a speed- a vehicle.
more about an extra source of
ing ticket, he should be using
Speeding tickets are not income for our local and state
that equipment to provide trivial items as the Supreme government. I already pay
Court of Ohio may think. income tax and sales tax.
evidence that 1 was speeding.
Please don't guesstimate
When did the burden They cost money. They can
of proof fall on the citizen? affect insurance rates. In another tax out of my meager
Without evidence, it becomes some instances, thev can paycheck.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;

down Ridge Street much more gardens on top of the new dindifficult and would inevitably ing halls.
The new halls will also be
increase the chance of accicertified as a Leader in Energy
As residence halls are going dents.
But how else could the and Environmental Design for
up, commuter parking is going
down. Construction sites for University create more parking its environmentally friendly
the new Northwest and South spots without uprooting and aspects.
But why is the University
Central dorms have eliminat- killing more trees?
The Ridge Street parking so concerned about going
ed commuter lots permanently
and left students walking fur- project should be abandoned green when they just uprootfor a space more practical and ed so many trees? It seems
ther to summer classes.
Although it's always good to rational, like a parking garage. University administrators
get a dose of fresh air in the A parking garage would pro- think having LEED certified
summertime, the occasional vide additional spots without dining halls will make up for
rainy, 40 degree, Ohio weather destroying the University's the natural destruction.
However, a person cannot
makes some of the walks pret- landscape.
Potential parking spots make up for their littering
ty unpleasant.
The frustration that comes along Ridge Street could only by joining an environmenwith a long walk to class is often serve as a temporary solution tal action group on campus.
magnified when it becomes as University attendance rates Therefore, the University
near impossible to find a park- grow, while a parking garage administration cannot make
would allow for more levels to up for its pointless natural
ing spot.
destruction by planting a couWith the faculty lot on Ridge be added if necessary.
The University only has so ple of tomatoes on the roof.
Street closed, commuter Lot 1
A parking garage would be
has graciously taken in lost fac- much ground space left, before
ulty members. Lot 1 has now they start renting out parking a more rational solution to
been divided into Lot I South: spots from restaurants and parking problems and could
prevent more elimination of
faculty, and Lot 1 North: com- hotels across the street.
The University should also the University's dwindling
muter students.
Parking services and the consider sticking to the green green space. Solar panels
administration have made themes that will be included could even be used to power
it clear that commuters will at the new McDonald Dinning garage lights and elevators, in
be getting the cold shoulder hall and in the Commons ren- keeping with the green theme
of new buildings.
when it comes to parking this ovations.
summer. Even though the conWhatever the case, hopefully
At the new and renovated
struction on Ridge Street might locations, students will be the trees along Ridge Street will
add commuter spots eventu- able to swipe credit cards in not have died in vain. Maybe
ally, it's not really worth the order to minimize their envi- one day students will even be
ronmental impact or "carbon able to pick an apple from a
hassle for commuters.
Potential parking along footprint.'' Administrators are tree atop the University's first
the road would make driving also looking to create rooftop parking garage.

CALLING ALL
COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to
voice your
opinions?
The Forum
section is
looking for more
people like you
to write columns
and illustrate for us.

Contact us at
thenews@bgnews.
com,
call us at
419-372-6966,
or just swing by
our newsroom in
210 West Hall.

Men get hiccups more
often than women.

■ E-mail us at thenews<S>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

JESSICA HANNA
NEWS EDITOR
MATTLIASSE
PULSE EDITOR
ANDREAFEHL
PHOTO EDITOR
JUSTIN ONSLOW
SPORTS EDITOR

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in 6G
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something'
articles and colun
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than iOO
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month ma>imum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her drscretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Glam in the Glass City
Adam Lambert delivers a glitzy, outlandish performance at Toledo's Omni for fans young and old
By Matt Liu*
PukeEdilc

It was one of the most diverse
crowds anyone could've ever
imagined standing in line waiting for the doors of the Omni in
Toledo to open.
Standing in the trickling rain
were young preteen girls with
hand-made posters, middleaged women who voted for
Adam Lambert on "American
Idol," and guys and girls in their
early twenties dressed in their
best club-hopping attire.
All the night's events were
inspired by the arrival of
Lambert and the Glam Nation
Tour on June 8, and remembering the last time Toledo was this
"glam" may take a little bit of
thought.
Everything about the show
was fantastic for those looking
for a fun time dancing with glitter, black lights, lasers and both
boys and girls wearing plenty of
eye shadow.
And to be fair, this was
not a show solely for fans of
"American Idol."
The growth of Lambert
is clear. Unlike on the show,
Lambert drops F-bombs and
simulates suggestive motions
with his microphone stand.
Yet, it's clear why America
voted him to runner-up status on the eighth season of the
show. It was evident when he
performed his cover of Johnny
Cash's "Ring Of Fire," which he
made famous during the show,

AMAND» MCGUIRE RZICZNEK

Grateful Dead song spawns an improvised recipe
By Amanda McGuira Rzkzmk
Food Columnist

MATT LIASSE

TMf h

IDOL: Adam Lambert wofks up a sweat with his band mates as He performs (or fans at Toledo's Omni on June 8

thai he has originality to him
mixed with a bit of sex appeal.
Everything about the show
was, as his album title suggests, solely "for your entertainment."
The stage was never boring;
dancers with African masks
lingered across the stage with
bongos playing while the back
screen flashed pictures of wolf
eyes and thunderstorms. The
stage choreography added a lot
of fun to the upbeat songs like
"Strut," "Sure Pile Winners"
and "If I Had You."

The fashion was obviously
well thought out. At first sight,
Lambert sported a top hat with
a peacock feather extending
from the top. A couple songs
later he was wearing .i long
black and white overcoat, much
like his idol David Bowie would
wear.
The band even shared time
in the spotlight with drum
and guitar solos with Lambert
happily fading to the back of
the stage.
But the most notable feature
of the night was Lambert's

voice. During an acoustic version of his hit "Whataya Want
from Me" and other ballads
such as "Soaked," "Sleepwalker"
and "Broken Open" showed
his talent behind the glitz. His
encore, which was a cover of
Led Zeppelin's "Whole l.otta
Love" showed his vocal range
as well.
No Lambert performance
would be complete without a
glimpse of him hitting a high
screech with his tongue sticking
out. And, without a doubt, the
performance was complete.

Metric performs with energy and passion
By Marltha Piltrowiki
Pulse Reporter

Too often, musicians with actual
musical talent possess little or
no stage presence, which makes
for a dull concert experience. Or,
artists who command a stage do
so to overcompensate for limited
musical abilities.
Thankfully, neither of these critiques can apply to Metric. During
their show at Cleveland's House of
Blues on May 19. the band treated
fans to a set featuring plenty of
passion and talent.
The band, lead by Emily Haines,
delivered engrossing performances throughout the evening.
The band's set focused primarily
on tracks from their 2009 release,
Fantasies, and Haines began the
show with the haunting and pulsating "Twilight Galaxy," playing
the synthesizer as a compliment
to her chilling vocals.

m
1. The Saints Are
Coming (Live from
New Orleans)
by 1)2 & Green Day
2. Outside (Live)
by The Red Jumpsuit
Apparatus
3. All Apologies (Live)
by Nirvana
4. Harder To Breathe
(Live)
by Maroon 5
5. Like A Prayer 2008
(Live)
by Madonna
6. Waiting On The

'••• -A-.'.

By the time the band performed "Help, I'm Alive," you
could feel Haines' "heart beating
like a hammer," as the lyrics said.
The lively song packed a punch
in the venue. "If I stumble, they're
gonna eat me alive," Haines sang.
But during this show, there was
no danger of that happening.
Haines developed a connection with the audience, and
seems to understand the feeling
a Ian has during a fulfilling concert experience. Another song,
"Front How," allowed Haines to
make herself one with the crowd,
by singing. "I'm in the front row,
I'm a model."
To close out the show, Metric
performed one of their most wellknown songs, "Combat Baby,"
and turned it into a subdued
crowd sing-along. Even though
it was not as bombastic as the
other performances, the band still
delivered with power and fervor.

thrive upon having
a close relationship
with a crowd."
It would have been difficult
for anyone to leave the concert
feeling that Haines was anything
less than a powerful and engrossing singer. Throughout die show,
Haines pranced and danced
onstage, keeping the audience in
the palm of her hand and commanding class. It was impossible
to look away from such a powerhouse performer.
Haines received a lot of help
from her fellow band members
as well, particularly guitarist
Jimmy Shaw, who seemed to
share the crowd's enthusiasm
for Haines' performing skills.

Drummer Joules Scott-Key and
bassist Josh Winstead helped to
make every song sound complete and powerful as it reached
the audience.
With their new song, "Eclipse
(All Yours)" appearing in "the
Twilight Saga: Eclipse" later this
month, Metric is likely to have a
break-outyear, which will include
opening for Muse's arena tour in
October and November. This will
present a fantastic opportunity
for the band to have their music
heard, but Metric seems to thrive
upon having a close relationship
with a crowd, and performing in
such massive venues may limit
that relationship.
Metric is a great live band,
and this is likely true no matter
the venue. However, a smaller venue such as the House
of Blues likely best shows off
Metrics power and command
of their audience.

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

Man's

SUMMER
PLAYLISTS

HOGWARTS

"Live & Loud"
World To Change
(Live)
by John Mayer
7. Poker Face/
Speechless/Your Song
(Live)
by Lady Gaga & Elton
John
8. Hotel California
(Live)
by The Eagles
9. Walk This Way
(Live)
by Aerosmith
10. Basket Case (Live)
by Avnl Lavigne
843 Sixth St.

1

801 Fifth St.

|

803 Fifth St.

"Metric seems to

NOW OPEN:

Radishes and live recordings
of the Grateful Dead: the two
things I've learned to appreciate
this past week.
I'm not exactly a lover of
improvisational jams during
concerts In fact. I tend to find
them annoying, much like the
pungent taste of raw radishes.
They leave an intimidating taste
in my mouth.
That was until I realized the
keys to valuing radishes - and
a good jam - are context and
patience.
On the Internet Archive website (http://www.archive.org),
my husband found a live recording of the Grateful Dead playing
Wintcriand in San Francisco on
the day I was bom. I felt compelled to give the show a listen
one evening while cooking.
How the show came together reminded me of the recipe I
was working on. All the separate
ingredients created a whole dish
as all the instruments unified to
create the improvisational centerpiece "Slipknot."'
This instrumental song
reminded me of the herbs I added
that the recipe didn't call for.
I heard the audience clap as 1
recognized improvisation could
lead to discovery.
Presently in season, radishes
are root vegetables, ranging from
knuckle to fist-size with colors as
varied as tie-dyed T-shirts.
According to the seasonal
cookbook "From Asparagus to
Zucchini", "Illustrations of radishes have been found on the
inner walls of Egyptian pyramids
dating from 2000 B.C."
The radish has history. And a
reputation.
"The Flavor Bible" recommends salt and lemon to mellow
radishes' "moderate-loud" volume. The salt produces sweetness while the lemon adds acidity and tartness that compliments
their heat.
After experimenting with
several flavor combinations
- cucumbers, tahini dressing
and olives - and several types of
dishes, my radish revelation happened in the form of an openfaced sandwich.

This recipe was a complete
improvisation and one that probably would have never occurred
had I not givenThe( irateful Dead
and radishes a second thought.
Hie Flavor Never Stopped:
Summer Sandwich with
Radishes and Avocado
2 slices of whole grain or wheat
bread (preferably Zingerman's
from I lappy Badger)
2 tablespoons cream cheese
2 radishes, sliced (preferably
locally-grown and organic)
1 ripe avocado, sliced thinly
1 teaspoon fresh basil
pinch of sad
pinch of lemon zest
a few drops of fresh lemon
juice
Spread cream cheese on both
slices of the bread. From bottom to top. layer avocado and
radishes. Squeeze a few drops of
lemon juice on the radishes. Top
the sandwich with basil, lemon
zest and coarse salt.

I

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

The

Wizarding World of Harry Potter theme
park opens at Universal Orlando Resort this
Friday, June 18. Potter fans can "ride dragons." dine at the Hog's Head Pub and enjoy
the full experience or the popular series. The
park's opening is well timed, as filming of the
final installment of the Harry Potter movie
series was recently completed.
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COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
HiINZ APARTMENTS

TONY AWARDS: The2010Tony Awards
took place last Sunday. "Red" won the
award for Best Play, while "Memphis took
home Best Musical Denzel Washington
edged out Christopher Walken and Jude
Law to take home Best Performance by a
Leading Actor in a Play.

CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
IDUATE EFFICIENCY /1REORI

HILTON IN HOT WATER: Celebrity
gossip blogger Perez Hilton is under fire
after posting* an uncensored picture of 17year-old Miley Cyrus allegedly exiting a
vehicle without underwear under her dress.
Hilton quickly removed the photo from his
Twitter account, but there are still questions
about whether or not he violated child pornography laws.

fyTuto?/
www.nreenhriarrentals.com
I • Affordable two bedroom

Newlove Rentals

' apartments starting at $435.00

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

|

per month

•5K$*
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SIDELINES

BASEBALL
Smith drafted in
33rd round of MLB
Draft
- Right-handed junior pitcher
Brennan Smith was drafted
by the Detroit Tigers in the
33rd round of the MLB FirstYear Player Draft last week.
Smith signed a contract with
Detroit's Class A affiliate
Connecticut Tigers and will
begin his professional career
later this month.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook

ANDB!Af!H[

SUMMER TRAINING: 'lie Sebo Comer is homo to .i fairing facility many University athletes use both during the school year and also during the summer. Six women's basketball players are in Bowling Green this summer and regularly
tat the Sebo Center to get in shape for the season

The BG News sports section
lias a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news

Women's basketball expects continued success
Falcon athletes train throughout the summer in preparation for another winning season

www.facebook.com
By Bobby Waddle-

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure

Winning six consecutive
Mid-American Conference
season titles and four MAC
Tournaments will not cause
the Falcon women's basketball
team to rest on their laurels
during the summer.
With limits set by the N( \ \
on the amount of playercoach interaction during the
summer, the team and staff
use the period as an opportunity in look inward at the

strengths and weaknesses of
the program
Coach Curl Miller said the

team ends the year hy evaluating the season, setting goals
lor the next one and narrowing down things eath playei
needs to work on individually
during the summer,
"Coaching is a year-round
job," Miller said. "I hough we
can't work on a day-to-day
basis with the team, we can't
find enough hours in the day
to do the tilings we need to
do."
Chief among the tasks is
keeping the team in shape for
the upcoming season While
the full roster (including the
new recruits) does no) come
in campus until the beginning

of the second summer session,
every player is given an exercise regimen to follow.
Aaron
llillmann.
the
University's
Director
of
Strength and Conditioning,
said that six players are in
town right now and work out
regularly at the Sebo Center.
The players on campus
schedule their workouts at
the Sebo Center while those
at home arc given packets of
workouts to follow every day.
Guard lessica Slagle said the
regimens detail everything
from'lifting routines, running
exercises and diet improvements. Slagle added that-she

and the other current on-campus players work out about
four limes a week.
"The strength program
does a fantastic job gearing
our workouts toward stuff
that we're going to use in the
games," Slagle said. "I think
that you can see how successful our strength program has
been with us through our success on the court. It's been a
tremendous help."
llillmann said that workouts
tend to be general in nature,
especially toward the beginning of summer. Exercises are
largely geared toward protecting the body from injury

during the season, with many
total-body workouts.
"Taking a holistic approach
to training ... minimizes all
kinds of things," llillmann
said. "That's why the training we do, especially in the
weight room, is all general.
The specific Itrainingj conies
in the conditioning |and|
running program."
When the remainder of the
team returns to campus, general conditioning is relegated
to two days a week, with more
basketball specific exerciseson
See WOMEN | Page 7

to log on while your favorite
team is playing We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bqnewssports

The year of the pitcher

Today in
Sports History
1929-OttoE. Funk finishes his cross-country walk from
New York to San Francisco
after 183 days
1996-The Chicago Bulls
led by Michael Jordan beat
the Seattle Supersomcs in six
games to win the NBA title.

The List
After tne l-l draw between
the U.S. and England last
week, we take a look at the
top .five stories of the match

1. Robert Green:
Greens mishap in the 39th
minute allowed the US to
even the score and gain
momentum in the 'natch.
2. Tim Howard: Howard
let only one shot get past him
(third minute) and closed the
door on England the rest of
the match

3. Wayne Rooney:
The English superstar had a
frustrating day and had little

impact on the 1-1 outcome.
4. Clint Dempsey:
Dempseyjust recovered from
a knee injury in time to score
the only U.S. goal in the 39th
minute

5. Steven Gerrard:
Gerrards third-mhute goal
gave England the lead for much
of the first half, but was not
enough to close out the US,

I have a feeling Harry Hoods Is
shedding sonic tears right now.
The scenario is complicated.
I his is ;i season alter a major
Steroid scandal sen) shock
waves through Major League

I ook no further than Yankee
Andy I'ettine, who admitted lo
using performance-enhancing
drugs (PEDs) to recover from
injury quicker.
In the past, it appeared as
though batters have had the
edge. Il is only the middle ol
lime. Inn I can say with almost

complete certainty that ibis

season is disproving that.
Already this season, (Colorado
starter tibaldo limenez has
Baseball. This is a season where thrown a no-hitter, Oakland's
I lallasHradcnand Philadelphia's
no one knew what in expect.
flash back to 1998.
Roy llalladay have thrown perSammy Susa and Mark fect games. If no) for a historiMil,win- were ncek-and-ncck cally bad call, Detroit's Armando
in hot pursuit of the Mill c ialarraga would have a pel led
record for most home runs in game under his belt as well.
a single season. McGwire's liner
Every wick there is a pitcher
over the left field wall at Busch who flirts with a no hitter or a
Stadium sealed the deal and perfect game. What has been
gave McGwire 62 homers before so uncommon in the entire hisSosa. Roger Maris' record was tory of baseball is, this season,
no more and McGwire walked something baseball fans are
awaj from that season with 7(1 beginning lo expect.
home runs.
Why the sudden dominance
At the time, baseball fans were ol pitchers in the league?
railing the home run chase the
Some would argue thai ibis
revival of:Majoi league baseball. season is simply a statistical
They were wrong.
anomaly. I hose people would
Spring ahead In 2007.
be wrong.
Although then1 is no scientific
I he Mitchell Report had just
been released, Implicating iw proof that fewer players are takMil! players in a steroid abuse ing steroids now than in die
scandal that would shake the past, is ii hard io believe thai is
foundation of professional the case considering how many
spoils. Two players who have players have been scrutinized
since been called out for ste- and made pariahs on the big
roid use were none oilier than gesi stage of the game?
\i Hireling lo an KSPN speMcGwire and Sosa.
The Mitchell Report took too cial report, "Anabolic steroids
long to unravel and the names dn mil improve agility, skill or
leaked out too slow. Had the cardiovascular i apacity."
report come out at once, the
They do, however, build museffect may have been immedi- cle (leading to increased power
aie. It was not. but it seems hilling numbers in baseball)
we may now' he seeing the and have even been said lo
aftermath of one of the biggest increase hiiters' ability lo see
stains on the rich tapestrv that the baseball.
istheMI.B.
It Is no secret home run numSince the likes ol Alex bers have increased in recent
Rodriguez. Manny Ramirez years. \ lot of that has to do with
and David Ortiz were called the size ol new baseball stadiout lor steroid use. players ums decreasing, hut it also has
arc starting to look over their to do with many players using
shoulders. Of course, pitch
BASEBALL
17
ers also benefited from illegal
performance enhancing drugs.

World Cup tie should inspire
nationalism for the United States
stop 90-minute format doesn't
allow for the sponsorship and
^
commercials that drive football or basketball.
SEAN SHAPIRO
Unlike football and basket5POR15 COLUMNIST
ball (and to an extent, baseball)
soccer has the ability to unite a
I think I'll call it one of the big- country. In basketball, their realgest ties in American history.
ly isn't any competition on the
While a win would have been international stage. Other than
mi iir Irtiitfuland meant more to the United States controversial
American soccer, a 1 -1 tie against loss to Russia in the basketball
England in Saturday's World Cup finals of 1972 Olympics, there
opener goes a long way towards isn't a key moment that people
showing die United States means can rally around.
business in South Africa.
But you can rally around the
In the past, the- United States United States soccer team. It
has struggled in World Cup open- doesn't matter whether you like
ers, and earning a point against tin' game or not. It unites us.
favored England not only put the
WhentheUnitcdStatesstepped
Americans in a good position to on the field to play England, our
move onto the round of 16, but national anthem played — not a
also gave the country something soccer national anthem — our
to cheer about.
national anthem. Something we
Now, before any naysayer has should all be proud of.
the chance to point out the fact
That was just the beginning of
that soccer is a minor sport in the emotional roller coaster.
America, hear me out.
When the United States went
Soccer will never be truly down I -0 in just the fourth minbig in the United States, and ute, those watching the game
unfortunately the game's non- worried it would be a blowout

after England easily dissected
the defense.
There was hope, there was
worry and then there was the joy.
Yes, it was a bad goal that even
I could have stopped (I stand
by that, if anyone wants to test
me on that theory feel freel, but
it was a unifying moment. I
hugged a totai stranger in celebration and throughout the day
I could proudly talk with my fellow American's about what had
happened.
So it was a tie, but it was
still one of the biggest ties in
American sports. Can you think
of any other ties that have
brought together a nation? Most
ties spark debate about who
should have won or how somebody screwed up, but not after
this tie. No, after this tie it was
all about being an American
and being proud of what we
accomplished.
Yes, you may only care about
soccer once every four years
when it's on ESPN, but you're
always an American. How can
you not root for that?

CAMPUS
BRIEF
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BRIEF
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BRIEF

Skinner signs on to
play for Falcons next
year

Zerkle to run
for the Falcons

Irvine named
Associate Athletics
Director of Sports
Administration

Kaitlyn Skinner has signed a National
Letter of Intent to play for the Falcon
volleyball team next season.
Skinner graduated from St
Benedict Catholic Secondary School
in Cambridge. Ontario, where she led
her learn to a perfect 16-0 record last
season She mas named the team's Most
Valuable Player.
Skinner also played on the schools
basketball and track-and-field teams
Coach Denise Van De Walle says
Skinner will Tit in well' with the curient
team and will look lor playing time as
she adjusts to the team's system.

Luke Zerkle has signed on to join
the BG cross country team for ne«t
season. Zeikle graduated this spring
from Tippecanoe High School in Tipp
City. Ohio
Zerkle participated in 1,600 meter
and 5.000 meter events as well as the
4x800 meter relay. He was a member
of Ohio State Division II qualifier in the
4x800 meter relay
Coach Cam! Wells is excited about
laving Zerkle on the team next year
and says that he has a great attitude
and will be a positive addition to the
team in every way

Athletic Director Greg Christopher
selected Lesley Irvine to fill the position
of Associate Athleticstlirector of Sports
Administration and Senior Woman
Administrator (or the University last week
Irvine spent the last seven years at
Slanlord University as the head coach of
the school's field hockey team She helped
the team to its best year in program history in 2009.
Irvine was selected from a list of
nearly 90 potential candidates and will
start her duties on July 6.

»
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WOMEN

Tom Izzo back in camp,
but will he stay in school?

From Page 6

the other 2-3 days, Hillmann
said.
In the last month before
the practices begin, the players are put through courtagility workouts that replicate the physical experience
of an actual game, complete
with a basketball court,
sneakers, and sideline chairs.
Hillmann emphasized the
toll that a time-out can take
on a basketball player's body,
as players have to sit down
and stand abruptly during
the game with no time for a
warm-up.
When the players are not
training with the strength
and conditioning staff, it
is expected by the coaches
that they spend time playing
"pick-up" basketball on their
own time.
"I'm a big believer in getting shooting repetitions in,
so we hope in the summer
time that our kids are living
in the gym getting shots in
and working on their game,"
Miller said.
While the physical training is rigorous during the
summer, the period allows
the players to work on their
personal and professional
chemistry.
"The summer is a great time
to work on the family, as we
like to call it," Slagle said.
The dynamic on the team
will face some changes after
the graduation of seniors Tara
Breske, Tamika Nurse, Sarah
Clapper and Laura Bugher.
"Certainly, it's a big loss,"
Miller said. "They are experienced veterans, leaders and
champions."
The departure of the seniors
does nothing to dampen the
team's optimism for the next
season, with Miller and Slagle
noting that a group of enthusiastic upperclassmen arc
willing to step up and lead
the team, with Miller equating the dynamic to that of "a
committee."
"I think you're going to see
that core group pick up a lot of
the responsibility in terms of
leadership both on and off the
court," Miller said.
While the coaching staff
is not able to directly coach
the team during the summer, it visits other campuses
to discuss basketball with
other college coaches and
professional coaches to
improve its approach to the
game. It also makes an effort
to get recruits to come visit
the campus in May and June,
a period where the staff is
not permitted to recruit offcampus.
"We are currently going
through "(evaluation) almost
on a daily basis as a coaching
staff," Miller said.
Slagle said that she enjoys
the autonomy the summer
offers in terms of workouts,
but also said that the coaches
offer guidance during the regular season that makes things
a bit easier.
"It's half and half,'' Slagle
said.
More than anything else,
there is a confidence that is
driving the team to keep its
work ethic high through the
summer.
"I'm expecting big things,"
Slagle said. "I think we have a
lot of potential and we've got
big shoes to fill from last year."
Hillmann agrees with this,
noting that the effects of
training are most apparent on
experienced teams with the
benefit of time spent in the
program.
"This is another veteran team
that Curt is going to roll out
there on the floor," Hillmann
said.

By Larry Lag*
and Tom Withers

"It s a tough decision,

The Associated Press

Ii.ii

By Thomas J. Shaaran
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — A settlement has been reached in the
lawsuit over a staph infection that benched former
Cleveland Browns receiver
Joe lurevicius (joor-eh-VIH'shuhs).
lurevicius filed the suit

last year against the Browns
and the Cleveland Clinic over
the cleanliness of the team's
training facility. He blamed
doctors for negligence over
the 2008 staph infection in
his right knee.
No settlement terms were
disclosed. Team attorney I-'red
Nance said Tuesday that the
terms will be kept confidential.

BASEBALL

"In the past,

From Page 6

it appeared as

PEDs and the effect that usage
has on other players' desires though the batters
to keep up with the cheaters
or find a new profession.
have had the
Would it be correct to
assume we are seeing a
edge."
decline in offensive production due to a decline in steroid use amongst MLB bat- for dominance on the diamond.
ters?
While Alex Rodriguez is off
The pitching performances
we are seeing this year cer- to the worst home run-hittainly suggest that assump- ting start of his career, Hoy
Halladay is dominating the
tion is absolutely correct.
This is the year of the entire league.
If the absence of home
pitcher.
As long as Major League runs is somehow marking
Baseball continues to crack the end of the aptly named
down on PED use, pitch- "Steroid Era" of baseball, I
ers are going to continue to welcome the change with
be more dominant than in open arms.
I think Halladay, Braden
years past. Many hitters are
losing the edge in the battle and Galarraga would agree.
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ing toward about a dozen
reporters, six TV cameras
and two photographers
that were given limited
access.
On Tuesday, people driving past the on-campus
arena didn't see reporters
standing on the sidewalk
outside his office and saw
fewer TV satellite trucks
parked at a distance waiting for a glimpse of him.
Izzo is trying to stay quiet
until he has decided whether to leave the place that
has been his home since
1983 and jump to the NBA
to perhaps make S(> million — doubling his salary
— and possibly coaching
one of the best basketball
players in the world.
While the Cavs wait
for Izzo, they're working on what seems to be
Plan B.
Cavs general manager
Chris Grant spoke by phone
last week to Byron Scott,
a former New Jersey Nets
and New Orleans Hornets
coach. Scott, a three-time
NBA champion guard for
the Lakers, could be waiting to see if Phil lackson
leaves Los Angeles.
If Izzo leaves Michigan
State, the list of possible
successors likely would
include Dayton's Brian
Gregory, Tulsa's
Doug
Wojcik, Utah's Jim Boylen
— all once assistants under
Izzo — along with Spartans
associate head coach Mark
Montgomery and assistant
Dwayne Stephens.
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There was no immediate
comment from lurevicius.
His attorney did not immediately respond to a message
seeking comment.
The docket for ludge lohn
Russo, who was handling
the case, says attorneys
informed the court last week
that a settlement had been
reached.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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WR Ochocinco
back to
playing football
Bengals' star back from television time
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI (AP) — Chad
Ochocinco (oh-choh-SINK'oh) caught a 55-yard pass
from Carson Palmer in
stride, then raised both arms
toward a camera filming the
Cincinnati Bengals minicamp from the back of the
end zone.
Always, he finds the camera.
The Pro Bowl receiver took a
break from dancing and dat-

ing to play some football on
Tuesday. He looked rusty during his first practice since the
end of last season. Ochocinco
hasn't attended the voluntary
offseason practices because
he's been on "Dancing With
the Stars" and hosting a cable
dating show.
Palmer noted last week
that Ochocinco's absence
made it tougher to run the
offense in practice. The two
of them shared a laugh in
the locker room after practice on Tuesday.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Goin9 fas*

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES
(Full for May I and 2 BR only for August)

"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 for specials on deposits and rent or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
Efficiencies, One ana
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.
Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealesiate.com
or at the rental office located at:

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260
Hours- Monday lo Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00
For more information or lo schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office. WE CAN HELP YOU!
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his future that he asked
a "bad question," adding
"those guys up there want
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Terms of long awaited Jurevicius settlement not disclosed
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Browns, ex-player settle suit
over staph infection
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can understand why ,„ know that,- gestur-

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP)
he's trying to take his
— Michigan State's Tom
Izzo squeezes his baskettime with it."
ball camps into a 10-day
window, trying to focus on
Jason Richardson | Suns Guard
teaching fundamentals to
kids and freeing up the rest team, has talked to him
of the summer for his fam- recently and doesn't know
what Izzo will do.
ily and recruiting.
He's not alone.
Izzo was back at his
Many people who have
basketball camp Tuesday,
wrestling with a career- spoken with Izzo over the
and life-altering decision past week didn't come away
to coach the Cleveland from their conversations
Cavaliers or stick with the convinced they knew which
way he was leaning.
Spartans.
That wasn't on his calen"It's a tough decision,"
Richardson said in a teledar for lune.
LeBron lames' uncertain phone interview with the
future makes it an even AP on Tuesday. "I can
understand why he's trying
more difficult decision.
The 25-year-old superstar to take his time with it."
It appears Cavaliers owner
is unlikely to tip his hand to
Izzo or anybody else public- Dan Gilbert, Michigan State
ly before free agency begins president Lou Anna Simon
and athletic director Mark
July 1.
A person familiar with Hollis aren't putting any
the situation told The pressure on Izzo with an
Associated Press early imminent timetable.
The media also seemed
Monday night that lames
had not spoken to Izzo to give Izzo some space
about the Cavaliers' coach- Tuesday, a day after some
ing vacancy and didn't plan reporters staked out his
to get involved in the team's office hoping to get the
search. The person spoke on scoop or even a clue nine
the condition of anonymity days after the first of many
because the team and the reports linked him to the
school aren't commenting Cavs.
Reporters who were waiton Izzo's status.
So without knowing if ing for Izzo to arrive at the
lames will be on the team Breslin Center on Monday
— giving Izzo a chance to morning and were there
compete for an NBA title when he left that night
didn't get a comment from
— should he stay or go?
Phoenix Suns guard lason him.
In between, Izzo told a
Richardson, who played
for Michigan State's 2000 bold boy at his camp who
national
championship asked for an answer about
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Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to $3007day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

3BR. each w/ private lull bath.
close to campus. $900/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

For Rent

5BR. 2 bath home. 617 N. Main,
avail Aug. laundry rm. kitch appl ind
SUOOVmo. call 419-722-1371.

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

pEte-**'

brought to you by

419-372-6977
The B(i News will not knowingly
accept advertisement* thai <hs< nun
nate. or tneourage discrimination
Jfriit.il any Individual ur grout) on
ihe Iwuts o( race. sex. color, treed,
religion. iKition.il origin, sexual oneolation, di*abilii\. Harm as a veteran, or on ihe bans of any oilier
legally prof cried stains.

Help Wanted
Direct Car* Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc. is looking
lor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills
Flexible schedules - full time, part
time. & sub positions available
$9 -$13 18/nr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma Of GEO and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application from
WLRS. 545 Peart St. Bowling Green.
Monday-Friday. 8.00am-4:00pm.
or download application at
vrww.wopdlaneresidential.org.
E.O.E.

"1-5 BR houses next lo campus
Multiple tenants over 3 allowed on
lease, also 2BR apt. eft * rms, must
go. MAKE OFFER 353-0325. 9a-9p.
Iree internet, see CartyRentals.com
1 BR apts, ideal tor grad students.
and 3BR apt. all avail. NOW!
Close to campus, call 419-352-5414
1 BR apt. close to campus.
available NOW and August'
Call 419-708-9981.

Basement Apt.. Near Campus
$350/mo. utilities included.

Call 419-352-5682
Houses 4 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F
www.bgapartments.com
Nice 2BR house, near campus.
new inside, energy efficient.
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882

2BR upper apt on a quiet street.
$525/mo » utilities.
Call 419-352-3139 alter 5pm

Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all liM, cable. WIFi
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com

3 BR townhouse, lease tor 2010 s/y.
5th St. clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Subleaser wanted Aug-May
Free cable & Wi-Fi. Sl77/mo ♦ elec
Call 740-502-9428 lor more info.

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available •
* Minutes from BGSU*
* Pet friendly community *

5BR. 5 person house.
all amenities, close to campus
August to August lease. $1100/mo
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

1 BR apt. near campus.
$475/mo. utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882

VILLAGE

is equip;
fridge & microwave
• King or 2 double beds
• Free cable TV

We Deliver
Great
Dinners.

• Free local calls

* Gas included *
SPECIAL SUMMER <C>
RATES AVAILABLE! IsJ

• Hair dryer & coffee

«M9-35*-*33t

ACROSS
1 Buck in Ihe forest
5 Mil. three-stripers
9 Big name in insurance
14 Wahine's dance
15 In . of: replacing
16 Sink outlet
17 Slightly
18 Slightly open
19 Fictional chocolatier Wonka
20 Rise from the ashes, so to speak
23 Employ
24 Laboriously earns, with "out"
25 Gets the lead out?
28 Two sizes above sm.
29 When the Kol Nidre is recited,
vis-a-vis Yom Kippur
30 1970s radical gp.
31 ""Pygmalion" on Broadway
36 Not this
37 Breath mint brand
38 Yalie
39 Pirate's spoils
40 Sticky stuff on a stick

41 Tourist who doesn't
stay overnight
43 Prefix with center
44 "Blues Brother" Aykroyd
45 Connections that help
you get ahead
46 Think highly of
48 Clue weapon
50 "The Silence of the
Lambs" org.
53 Born 5/31/1930. entertainer
associated with the phrase
formed by the starts of 20-.
31- and 41-Across
56 Easy _
58 Golden rule word
59 Green Gables girl
60 Tea grade
61 Complaint
62 October 15th. e.g.
63 Prepares
60-Across
64 Low man on the feudal totem
pole
65 Ultimate

VOTED BEST
Right Across from BGSU!

Khan
Blouses and shirts
IO test name
Rhett's last word
Swipes
Prepares for a winter
takeoff, as plane
wings
47 Jab with a bone
48 Actress Zellweger
49 Western movie
50 Henry, Peter or Jane
51 Forensic TV drama
52 That Is, in Latin
54 Beat-up boats
55 Cry like a banshee
56 Police broadcast,
briefly
57 Rev.'s speech

36
39
41
**2
44
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PISHNCLLO'Sfc

$439.00/month
■<lS.MainSc.-BG
419.3s3.11r*

ajik- for Ron/

419.352.5211

STRAIGHT

www.sarnbs.com

D l v W
203 N. Main ««
352-5166 L1
if. '. «
$6 b0 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.
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35 Prince

maker available in room

HOUSING

Located at »«■
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

1 SeaWorld star
2 Oompah brass
3 More than similar
4 Garden portal
5 Goof-off
6 Military action doll
7 Sides in a game
8 Certain
9 Online pop-up source
10 Soap vamp . Kane
11 Discusses business
12 Zero
13 One or another
21 Protection
22 Quail group
26 Really delight
27 Lecherous woodland
deity
28 Tardy
29 Blue-pencil
31 "Me and Bobby _"
32 Pound sounds
33 "Nutty" individual
34 Taboo for Mrs. Sprat

_

14o BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

NETWORK
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Featuring Local Menus, Discounts,
Club Promotions, Events & More

CONNECTING YOU TO
GREAT STUDENT SPECIALS
@ BGSUcampuscash.com

! SPECIALS!

